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Darkflash DX360 V2.6 PC Water Cooling RGB 3x 120x120 (white)
Take care of keeping your computer's CPU temperature at the right level. The DX360 V2.6 water cooler is equipped with 3 120mm fans,
and thanks to its enlarged copper base it dissipates heat efficiently. The device also works extremely quietly. It is also distinguished by
colorful  ARGB  backlighting,  which  will  allow  you  to  achieve  stunning  visual  effects.  The  product  is  compatible  with  Intel  and  AMD
processors.
 
3 120mm fans
Three 120mm fans, each equipped with 9 blades and a high-quality Rifle bearing, are responsible for efficient CPU cooling. They are also
distinguished  by  impressive  performance  and  low  noise  level  -  only  about  32dBA.  This  was  made  possible  by  the  use  of  special
anti-vibration pads. Forget about annoying noise! The fans also support PWM function, which makes them able to automatically adjust
their speed according to the CPU temperature.
 
Optimal cooling
Play even extremely demanding games without worries - with DX360 V2.6 your computer won't get excessively hot! The copper cooling
base ensures efficient heat dissipation, while ceramic bearings, a high-performance pump and durable tubes are responsible for greater
efficiency and extended life of the device. You also don't have to worry about leaks. What's more, the heat sink was created from durable
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aluminum, and thanks to its well-thought-out design, it guarantees optimal airflow.
 
Hassle-free installation
Installation of the cooler will not cause you any problem. The device is compatible with various models of Intel and AMD processors. It is
also possible to synchronize it with the motherboard (3 pin 5V connector). You will also easily install fans. You also have a PWM hub with
3 ports - 1x PWM/FG and 2x PWM 3 pin or 4 pin. What's more, even if there is no corresponding port on the motherboard, you can still
control the LED mode using the Reset button on the computer case.
 
Delightful design
Give your computer a modern touch. The DX360 cooling has been equipped with colorful ARGB backlighting that will  give you original
visual effects. A specially designed water block with LED backlighting is an added bonus. You can also rotate its head 360° to position the
visible logo on it at the desired angle. Want to get even more interesting results? Combine the cooling with other RGB components!
 
In the box
Water cooling
Intel & AMD mounting kit
Set of screws
Thermal conductive paste
PWM connector
User Manual
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
DX360 V2.6
Cooling type
Water
Color
White
Dimensions of heatsink
394 x 120 x 27mm
Dimensions of water block
78.5 x 70 x 54mm
Pipe length
450mm
Rotational speed
2700RPM ±10%
Maximum fan noise level
32dBA ±10%
Rated voltage
12V
Starting voltage
Approx. 6V (power on/off)
Maximum rated current
0.35A
Maximum power consumption
4.20W
Number of fans
3
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Fan dimensions
120 x 120 x 25mm
Fan speed
800-1800RPM
Airflow
51CFM ±10%
Illumination
Yes
Compatibility
Intel: LGA 115x / 1200 / 1700 / 20xx(v3);AMD: FM2(+) / AM2(+) / AM3(+) / AM4; AM5
TDP
295 W

Price:

€ 107.00

Gaming, Cooling, Water cooling
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